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ROTTERDAM’S 
CITY DRESSING.
ROTTERDAM’S CITY DRESSING FOR THE EUROVISION 
ATMOSPHERE

Residents of three winning buildings of the ‘SINGALONG at home’ promotion 

receive their prize: ‘SINGALONG at home’ packages for the entire building! 

The packages were created by the VollaersZwart studio and were designed to 

fit seamlessly in with Rotterdam’s urban design. All the packages were filled with 

circular products. A total of 2,600 packages were distributed.

CHECK VIDEO
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2 MENU    Rotterdam’s city dressing.

https://youtu.be/epjFhk7_pzM
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3 MENU    Rotterdam’s city dressing.



DJ AFROJACK.
The spectacular opening of the online Eurovision 
Village by DJ Afrojack at De Hef, the iconic 
railway lifting bridge over the Koningshaven in 
Rotterdam.

The Online Eurovision Village was the official ‘fan zone’ of the contest, where 

fans could gather and (Eurovision) artists could play their music. Everyone 

could take part because the platform was free to enter. This was the first time 

the Eurovision Village was online as part of the Eurovision Song Contest. 

CHECK VIDEO
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4 MENU    DJ Afrojack.

https://youtu.be/b0WxMhqeww8
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JONG ROFFA 
SONG CONTEST. 
Hundreds of pupils from primary schools in Rotterdam took part in the ‘Jong 

Roffa Song Contest’, entering their own original songs. Pupils of the Jozefschool 

in Hoek van Holland won first place with their song ‘Superhero’.

CHECK VIDEO
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6 MENU    Jong Roffa Song Contest.

https://youtu.be/9OIA8_6Oa4c
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7 MENU    Jong Roffa Song Contest.



ROTTERDAM SINGS. 
For the Flowerdales Agency project ‘Rotterdam Sings’ 
(‘RotterdamZingt’), 25 renowned photographers from 
Rotterdam captured 50 singing Rotterdammers on film. 
These photographs could then be admired on 75 large 
billboards throughout the city. The other side of the 
billboard would feature official Eurovision artwork with 
the words ‘Open up to…’ and the name of the relevant 
Rotterdam district.

‘Rotterdam Sings’ was just one of the projects done on behalf of Host City Rotterdam, 

the body which organised the city dressing in the run-up to the Eurovision Song 

Contest, involving Rotterdammers both in front of and behind the camera.
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CHECK VIDEO

8 MENU    Rotterdam Sings.

https://youtu.be/8P1XxRkCIRE


9 MENU    Rotterdam Sings.



EUROVISION 
GOES CARIBBEAN!
Specially for the Eurovision Song Contest, the SKVR Brass Band School played 

a medley of some of Eurovision’s biggest hits with a Caribbean twist. From 

‘Ding-a-Dong’ to ‘Euphoria’, from ‘Waterloo’ to ‘Arcade’, you would have heard 

these songs in an irresistible tropical mash-up.
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CHECK VIDEO

10 MENU    Eurovision goes Caribbean!

https://youtu.be/gpc8Gz2Ca9c


ROTTERDAM,  
OPEN UP TO 
CELEBRATE! 
In the run-up to Eurovision week, the city got into the mood with ‘Rotterdam, Open 

Up To Celebrate!’ After Host City Rotterdam made the announcement, Rotterdam 

residents responded en masse with self-made films of them performing a Eurovision 

cover or their own original song. People from all walks of life took part, from children 

and pop groups to well-known Rotterdammers and singers from ‘Cape Verde’.

The best entries were broadcast on regional TV and radio during Eurovision week.

WATCH THE PLAYLIST 

11 MENU    Rotterdam, Open Up To Celebrate!

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL4VAxPCj8k5q-aIwadqw1WXJSe86LmM3N


PUBLICITY 
MATERIAL.
All the publicity material for the Eurovision Song Contest 2020 was ready to go when 

the plug was pulled due to the corona crisis. Unfortunately, you couldn’t simply reuse it 

all for 2021. That said, Rotterdam doesn’t like throwing things away, so the organisation 

looked into what was possible when it came to reusing materials for a different year.

The idea to recycle the bags for 2021 came from artist Maarten Bel. Together with 

clients from Pameijer and Rotterdam Inclusive, he spent months ‘upcycling’ more than 

6,000 linen bags into unique 2021 versions. ‘I knew straight away that I wanted to 

work with people not necessarily from the labour market. And how cool is it when 

the entire city takes part in the Eurovision Song Contest? The bags have a pocket 

sewn into them containing a special card with information about the project and the 

people who contributed. The person who altered the bag can also put his or her 

name on the card. That made it really personal.’

CHECK VIDEO
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12 MENU    Publicity material.

https://youtu.be/SN12dxHXR6M


WILLEM DE 
KOONING 
ACADEMIE. 
First-year illustration students from the Willem de Kooning Academy, Rotterdam 

University of Applied Sciences (WdKA), were given the assignment of making 

unique posters during their course. Students had to make a poster for each 

participating country which communicated something about the artist, their country 

and about Rotterdam. Host City Rotterdam commissioned ninety of these illustrators-

in-training and the top eight posters were shown on almost a hundred electronic 

advertising displays throughout the city and a selection also displayed in Rotterdam 

Ahoy. There would also be the poster for each participating Eurovision artist 

hanging in their dressing room. 
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13 MENU    Willem de Kooning Academie.

https://youtu.be/stnNAqKFp1E
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14 MENU    Willem de Kooning Academie.
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HOST CITY  
ROTTERDAM. 
EUROVISION  
SONG CONTEST  
2021.
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Rotterdam Opened Up as host city 
of the 65th edition of the Eurovision 
Song Contest in May 2021. For 
a while the city was a home to 
a colorful parade of generous, 
enthusiastic delegations. Altogether 
the ESF was a hopeful sign on the 
horizon. Because we need shared 
experiences, art and culture.

We had to wait a year longer for this grand and 

wonderful music event. An event that fits so well in this 

colorful city where over 175 nationalities live together in 

peace. A city where you can be one with others in all 

your unique individuality.

Now we look back on a successful edition of the 

Eurovision Song Contest 2021 in every respect. An 

unforgettable once in a lifetime experience that already 

belongs to our collective memory. At the same time, art 

& culture continue to flow through the city. Just after the 

ESF, the 50th edition of the International Film Festival 

Rotterdam took place in the city and the 51st one of 

Poetry International.

Of course, these three events differ in nature and size 

enormously.  The ESF resembled a deliriously color 

explosion that was perceptible throughout Europe and 

beyond, while film and poetry are more flowing in the 

veins of the city’s evening and night life. 

But there was one thing these events had in common: an 

unprecedented creativity to reach a loyal fan base in a 

period of social measures due to the Covid pandemic. 

Even the people who only watched the Eurovision 

Song Contest this year because it took place in the 

Netherlands, got goosebumps from the beautiful show in 

Ahoy and the views of Rotterdam and The Netherlands.  

All the national talk shows were perched in the city on 

characteristic locations giving the stage to Rotterdam’s 

quirky character.  Everyone enjoyed it!

The fact that this city is able to organize trend-setting 

events, has been known for many years by organizers, 

artists and visitors. As host city of the Eurovision Song 

Contest, Rotterdam has issued a phenomenal business 

card, thanks to the professionalism and enthusiasm of 

many.  The festival will continue to sing and tingle in the 

city for a long time.

AHMED ABOUTALEB 
MAYOR 
ROTTERDAM
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17 MENU    Ahmed Aboutaleb.



I think everyone can appreciate that 
right now Rotterdam has a very 
proud and happy alderman for 
Culture and Tourism. As host city for 
the Eurovision Song Contest 2021, 
we showed the world what we were 
capable of in a unique, dynamic way. 
Everything we stand for as a city 
came together for this great music 
event: how we think, collaborate 
and innovate, as well as how daring 
we are. How everyone counts and 
participates. What hospitality means 
to us.

I can still remember 30 August 2019, when I got that all-

important call from Sietse Bakker telling me that Rotterdam 

would be host city for the 65th edition of the Eurovision 

Song Contest. We had already emphasized in our bid 

book that in an inclusive city like Rotterdam, Eurovision 

should be a celebration for everyone. And that’s exactly 

what happened! We worked together with Rotterdam 

organisations, cultural institutions, catering establishments, 

entrepreneurs, residents, schools, artists and students.  

The city was stylishly ‘dressed’. And for the first time in the 

history of the Eurovision Song Contest, tickets were made 

available to people of limited means. More than 2,500 

Rotterdammers had a real day out with free tickets for the 

show, plus food, drinks and transport.

When the theme ‘Open Up’ was launched in 2019, we 

wanted to say: open yourself up; let yourself be seen and 

heard. But it was also an invitation to be open to others. 

To be open to each other’s opinions, individuality, stories 

and, of course, each other’s music. However, we could 

never have imagined that two years later it would even 

come to symbolise the relaxation of the corona measures, 

the vaccination programme, and the slow reopening of 

countries.

I am therefore extremely proud that, despite the corona 

pandemic, we managed to find a way for the world 

to enjoy our beautiful city – from Ahoy, from locations 

unique to Rotterdam and even from our city rooftops.  

Our iconic Erasmus Bridge did an amazing star turn 

during the final, but the true stars were of course the 

artists who took part in Eurovision. Thanks to their efforts 

and that of many, many others, Rotterdam showed itself at 

its best, and I want to thank everyone very much for this. 

The city and people of Rotterdam will reap the benefits  

of this for a long time to come. Rotterdam opens up to  

the future!

SAID KASMI
ALDERMAN OF CULTURE, TOURISM  
AND EDUCATION

18 MENU    Said Kasmi



AFTERMOVIE. 
It is impossible to include everything done by Host City Rotterdam in this report. 

However, this ‘after movie’ does give a good impression of the atmosphere, the 

collaborations, and the many great projects of Host City Rotterdam.

Anne-Fay, a singer who graduated from Codarts Rotterdam, takes you with her 

song ‘ So many Day’s along in time and the road that Rotterdam has travelled as 

Host City for the Eurovision Song Contest 2021.

CHECK VIDEO
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19 MENU    Aftermovie.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feAJOJHM7mM


People could visit the online 
Eurovision Village on this  
3D experience of Rotterdam. 
But there was also plenty to 
see and experience offline, 
everywhere in the city.

ROTTERDAM
ON THE MAP.

20 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.



ROTTERDAM TOWN HALL.
Rotterdam Town Hall, scene of the Exchanging the Keys & Allocation Draw 

and where the ‘head of delegation’ dinner was held in 2020. After the 

final, the building was illuminated with the colours of the Italian flag to 

congratulate Italy on their win.

1.
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CHECK VIDEO

21 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.

https://youtu.be/pDj3go3iecQ


LET’S COUNTDOWN TOGETHER.
For a hundred days, a large clock stood in front of the new, iconic building 

of Depot Boijmans Van Beuningen. Every day, the clock was set manually by 

people involved in the city and the Eurovision Song Contest.  

It became a meeting place for a variety of groups who gathered before the 

clock to dance, make music, skate and—above all—take selfies.  

2.

CHECK VIDEO
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22 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.

https://youtu.be/EEAnTTDNP5s
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23 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.



SING ALONG.
The VollaersZwart Studio came up with the SINGALONG design, in which 

national flags were combined with lyrics from Eurovision songs. This design 

could be seen everywhere in the city and many iconic Rotterdam locations 

and buildings were decorated with it. To give the contest’s connectivity a 

place online, the SINGALONG design was also digitally sent to special 

online locations at home and abroad. After the contest, canvases which 

carried the design were processed in small quantities by Rotterdam’s 

social welfare partners into new products such as SINGALONG picnic 

blankets and bags. These products are for sale in the webshop www.

goodiesforgoodness.nl. At least 25% of the proceeds will go to a wonderful 

Rotterdam cause: the music studio Beyond Bars by Heilige Boontjes. It really 

is ‘Goodies for a Good Cause’! 

3.
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24 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.

https://youtu.be/rI7gYZq8mIE
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25 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.



WALL PAINTING OF JEANGU MACROOY.
As part of #UpStreet Rotterdam and ‘Hiphop In Je Smoel’ (Hiphop in Your 

Face), Rotterdam artist Tymon de Laat painted a portrait of Jeangu Macrooy 

on a 24 m. x 20 m. wall opposite Ahoy. The portrait was inspired by ‘Birth 

of a New Age’, the song that Jeangu performed for the Netherlands during 

the Eurovision Song Contest.  

4.

CHECK VIDEO
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26 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.

https://youtu.be/je7ncvsIblc
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27 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.



EUROVISION TROPHY. 
This is a real eye-catcher with a green footprint: the four-metre high, 

3D-printed Eurovision trophy made of recycled PET material taken from 

Rotterdam waters. The trophy reflects the character of the city, which for 

many years has been driven by the port, innovation, and collaboration. 

5.
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28 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.

https://youtu.be/iWyYYide6zg


THE SPLASH.
Rotterdam South is now one multifunctional work of art richer: ‘The Splash’ 

is one of the city dressing projects carried out in the run-up to the Eurovision 

Song Contest. The design is in the form of a swimming pool, and it is an 

interactive meeting place for both residents and visitors. It was the result 

of a collaboration between Arttenders and artist Cindy Bakker, backed by 

‘Rotterdam. Make It Happen’. 

6.
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29 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.

https://youtu.be/0zHGvNQ7Uws


ROTTERDAM IN THE SPOTLIGHTS.
Illuminating various buildings was an important part of Rotterdam’s city 

dressing. The Maassilo, Hotel New York and the Boijmans Van Beuningen 

Depot were illuminated by Mothership. Before the illuminations, these roofs 

were also the setting for six legendary former Eurovision winners to perform. 

7.
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30 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0u0DMJaV5Ac
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31 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.



THE EMBRACE. 
The Embrace. Six (inter)national street artists joined forces to create the 

art installation ‘The Embrace’ on Ahoy’s forecourt. Rotterdam’s ‘Hiphop In 

Je Smoel’ was one of the city-dressers, giving the city more colour in the 

run-up to the Eurovision Song Contest. Along with the project #UpStreet 

Rotterdam, the raw character of Rotterdam was combined with the glitter 

of the Eurovision Song Contest. An unexpected combination and therefore 

entirely in character for Rotterdam.

8.
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32 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.
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33 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.



DANCING TO AHOY.
The municipality of Rotterdam installed unique traffic lights especially 

for the Eurovision Song Contest. When the light turned green, 

‘Waterloo’, ABBA’s 1974 Eurovision winner, would play and icons on 

the traffic light danced to the music. After the final on 22 May, the 

winning song ‘Zitti E Buoni’ by Måneskin was immediately installed that 

night, so music fans could go home rocking! 

9.

CHECK VIDEO 1

CHECK VIDEO 2

34 MENU    Rotterdam on the map.

https://youtu.be/1DKgmpZxEXc
https://youtu.be/Z6hzTUoaG38


ROAD TO 
EUROVISION  
SONG CONTEST  
2021.
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35 MENU    Road to ESC 2021.



FROM TEL AVIV  
TO ROTTERDAM.
18 MAY 2019

He did it! In 2019, Duncan Laurence won the Eurovision 
Song Contest! Duncan is from the Rotterdam region 
of Hellevoetsluis and the whole of Rotterdam was 
proud. Immediately after his win, the Erasmus Bridge 
was coloured red, white and blue, the colours of our 
national flag, to celebrate.

After 44 years, the Netherlands could once again organise the largest music 

spectacle in the world – a unique opportunity for Rotterdam as a city and for 

Rotterdam Ahoy. The first text messages between director Jolanda Jansen and 

alderman Said Kasmi were sent that very night. Both were excited at the prospect 

of bringing the Eurovision Song Contest to Rotterdam. ‘Do we as Rotterdam want 

to go for this? YES!’ The city’s diversity and open character were a perfect fit 

for Eurovision’s core values. Add to that Rotterdam’s accessibility and excellent 

infrastructure, its ideal venue and extensive experience with major events – all these 

made Rotterdam a highly suitable host for the Eurovision Song Contest. Ro
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36 MENU    From Tel Aviv to Rotterdam.



The first seeds were sown with great enthusiasm. On 21 May, the municipal 

executive was informed and asked if they would give their support. The answer 

was a resounding ‘YES!’ It was clear that there would be huge support for this in 

Rotterdam and, on 9 July, the city council also gave its approval.

The municipality of Rotterdam then set up a project team, which quickly got down 

to work. The city is experienced in bidding procedures for things such as bringing 

in international conferences, the Start of the Tour de France and hosting the MTV 

Awards. Rotterdam Partners, Rotterdam Festivals, Ahoy, and the Municipality of 

Rotterdam gathered together all the experience and expertise they would need. 

One thing was certain from the beginning: the bid must do justice to the ambitions 

and essential DNA of the city of Rotterdam.

Rotterdam’s mentality and DNA can be summed up in the following words: 

Bold (raw), Forward (enterprising) and Culture (international). The characteristic 

Rotterdammer is someone daring and action-oriented. Rotterdam is a city of 

dreamers and builders, not clogs and tulips. It is a city of people, innovation, and 

space; a place where meetings between people from different backgrounds can 

lead to innovations.

The story of how Rotterdam could organise the Eurovision Song Contest was 

captured in the bid document ‘Rotterdam For Real’. The city made sure it met 

Eurovision’s basic requirements, but it also went the extra mile by working to make 

it an event for everyone. Connecting Rotterdammers to Eurovision and stimulating 

Rotterdam’s cultural sector were therefore important parts of the bid. If Rotterdam 

were chosen for Eurovision, the city would opt for innovation, sustainability, 

creativity, architecture, and international allure. To be a real city of today, which we 

would be proud to share with the rest of the world.

To support the bid, local filmmakers expressed with images and sound what 

Rotterdam stood for and what everyone could expect from it as host city. The film 

has now been updated and shows a mixture of images taken before and during 

the corona crisis.

CHECK VIDEO
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37 MENU    From Tel Aviv to Rotterdam.

https://vimeo.com/530310311


The choice for the city to host Eurovision was between Rotterdam and Maastricht. 

And the final selection was ... Rotterdam! When alderman Said Kasmi was with 

his team on 30 August and got the news that Rotterdam would be able to organise 

the Eurovision Song Contest, he leapt out of his seat. And all he could say when he 

was mobbed by the media that day was: ‘We’re ready!’
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38 MENU    From Tel Aviv to Rotterdam.



OPEN UP TO  
ROTTERDAM.
The central theme of the Eurovision Song Contest 
is ‘OPEN UP’. This was developed by the ESC 
organisation: NPO, AVROTROS and NOS, in  
co-production with the EBU (European Broadcasting 
Union) and in collaboration with focus groups from the 
Netherlands and Rotterdam. It is an invitation to open 
yourself up to other people, to music, to creativity, 
and to change, because that is how people connect. 
Rotterdam symbolises the ‘new Netherlands’ and 
shows what happens when you ‘Open Up’!

WHAT WE STAND FOR
On the next page you will find our promises. Together these four promises tell 

rotterdam’s complete story, based on the 2019 bid book, The municipal council’s 

policy priorities and the ‘make it happen’ philosophy. 

39 MENU    Open Up To Rotterdam.



WE OPEN UP 
TO  CELEBRATE.

We will do everything in our power to ensure 
everyone can celebrate with us, that there’ll 
be something to do for everyone and that 
you can completely be yourself in Rotterdam. 
Everyone needs to feel welcome to come along 
and celebrate with us, irrespective of their age, 
income, gender, religion, skin colour, sexual 
preference or disabilities.

The Song Contest symbolises finally being able 
to blow off a bit of steam during these strange 
times. We definitely need to take some time out 
to celebrate life and to focus on each other, 
including when things get a little tough.

Associations
Together, inclusive, celebrate life, welcome.

We will do our utmost to do everything as fairly 
as possible, with as much reuse as possible and 
whilst producing as little waste as possible.
We are innovative and try to be original and 
progressive in everything we do. We will make 
sure we leave our mark on the city, which will  
still be clearly visible long after the Song Contest 
has finished.

The Song Contest is a symbol of hope for  
Rot- terdam in these current difficult times,  
the song contest is a flywheel of all the good 
things still to come. A fantastic future!

Associations
Forward, hopeful, sustainable, circular, 
innovative.

WE OPEN UP 
TO  THE FUTURE.

WE OPEN UP
TO REALNESS.

WE OPEN UP 
TO  EACH OTHER.

We have involved the entire city with the song 
contest, we’ve approached each other for some 
very special collaborations and we’re making 
as much use as possible of all the space 
Rotterdam has to offer. Our audiences will be 
able to experience Rotterdam’s true diversity, 
which is evident from the organisation, the 
programming and all the decorative elements.

Rotterdam sees the Song Contest as a symbol 
for claiming and bridging space to establish 
contact with people during these current difficult 
times. Even when things get that little bit trickier, 
we manage to truly embrace our city’s diversity 
and dynamics and ultimately come up with new 
collaborations and ideas.

Associations 
Diverse, dynamic, plenty of space, cross-over.

We will do everything possible to leave a 
disarmingly sincere impression. We will 
introduce you to the pure Rotterdam mentality: 
no-nonsense hospitality, full of courage and 
creativity, but above all else, truly genuine!

Right now the Song Contest symbolises a sense 
of reality for Rotterdam, which allows us to also 
turn limitations into opportunities during times 
of crisis, something all of us in Rotterdam can 
realise better than anyone else.

Associations 
No-nonsense, contrasting, daring,  
creativity, resilience.

WHAT WE STAND FOR.

40 MENU    Open Up To Rotterdam.
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CONTRIBUTING 
BUSINESSES.
TOGETHER, WE  
GET THINGS DONE!
As soon as businesses in Rotterdam are confronted 
with a new event, things start to happen. They know 
how to respond quickly and come up with new, 
creative ideas for the city. You could also see this in 
October 2019, during the annual network meeting of 
Rotterdam Partners in the Maassilo.

During that afternoon and evening in October, more than 150 partners from the 

tourism sector, including hotels, attractions, catering, and entertainment venues, 

were told about the Eurovision Song Contest and asked how they could be 

involved. This inspired a huge number and variety of creative ideas. However, 

two common threads emerged: a belief in the power of collaboration and the 

importance of getting the input of the city’s best ambassadors, Rotterdammers 

themselves. D
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42 MENU    Contributing Businesses.
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BUSINESSES 
WORKING FOR  
A CLEAN CITY.
Monday 10 February 2020 saw the kick-off for the 
‘Clean Up Rotterdam’ project. This is an initiative 
from Rotterdammers4Rotterdammers in collaboration 
with Nationale-Nederlanden, the Municipality of 
Rotterdam, MKB Rotterdam and a number of great 
foundations such as SUPClean-Up, CLEAR RIVERS and 
Plastic Whale.

Under the supervision of Plastic Whale, the employees and associates of 

companies including Imatech, the Seris Group, and RoX Legal went out onto 

the water to fish out waste and plastic. CLEAR RIVERS supervised the efforts of 

Zadkine MBO Schools to take care of the Rotterdam-North district by organising 

several clean-up walks. Finally, SUPClean-up launched paddle boards for various 

companies, such as Team Werk, N-Force & Santas Koffie, using them to help clean 

the water and the quays.

43 MENU    Businesses working for a clean city.



KEY EXCHANGE & 
ALLOCATION DRAW.
28 JANUARY 2020 TOWN HALL. 

On 28 January 2020, the allocation draw took place 
in the town hall, one of the oldest buildings in the 
modern, vibrant city of Rotterdam. The Semi-Final 
Allocation Draw determines which country takes  
part in which of the two Semi-Finals of the Eurovision 
Song Contest.

Before the draw, Rotterdam mayor Ahmed Aboutaleb was presented with the 

Eurovision Song Contest keys by deputy mayor Zippi Brand Frank of Tel Aviv, host 

city of the 2019 contest. This symbolic bunch of keys, which has the keys for many 

cities, now weighs about thirty kilos!
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Host City Rotterdam asked associate degree Arts & Crafts students at the Rotterdam 

Academy to design a special key for Rotterdam. This meant they had to study 

Rotterdam’s profile as a Host City, the previous contest, the tradition of exchanging 

the keys, and the Eurovision Song Contest itself. After the briefing, students came 

up with a variety of designs in a short period of time. The winning design was then 

3D-printed from sustainable material and given to Mayor Ahmed Aboutaleb. He 

will add this key to the others and present the bunch to the next host city.
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EUROVISION:
EUROPE SHINE  
A LIGHT.
16 MAY 2020

UNAVOIDABLE 
On Wednesday 18 March 2020, the organising of the Eurovision Song Contest 

in Rotterdam was brought to an abrupt halt due to the coronavirus. This was an 

unavoidable decision by the EBU (European Broadcasting Union) which prioritised 

the health of artists, employees, fans and visitors, as well as the overall situation in the 

Netherlands, Europe and the world.

This was a huge disappointment for everyone. For months, Rotterdam had worked 

together with several parties in the city to organise Europe’s biggest music festival. 

Rotterdam Ahoy, Rotterdam Partners, Rotterdam Festivals, hoteliers, (catering) businesses 

and many other stakeholders and residents were looking forward to the event.  

Of course, the organisation wholeheartedly supported the EBU’s decision – after all, 

people’s health comes first – but the immediate starting point was for Rotterdam to 

welcome the 65th edition of the Eurovision Song Contest in 2021. Kr
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UNIQUE LIVE BROADCAST AS ALTERNATIVE TO 
EUROVISION SONG CONTEST 
After the Eurovision Song Contest 2020 was cancelled, the EBU (European Broadcasting 

Union) and broadcasters NPO, NOS and AVROTROS announced a special show called 

‘Eurovision: Europe Shine a Light’. This unique, one-off programme was broadcast live 

from the Netherlands on Saturday 16 May 2020 at 9 PM.

Jon Ola Sand, executive supervisor, said on behalf of the EBU: ‘Unfortunately, there 

will be no Eurovision Song Contest as we know it this year. However, in its place we 

want to unite Europe on Saturday 16 May with a unique primetime TV programme. 

We call for all broadcasters who would have taken part in this year’s Eurovision Song 

Contest – and those in other countries – to broadcast this show in the spirit of unity 

and togetherness.’ The Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra played a special role in this 

programme. Although the pandemic meant that all the musicians were at home, they 

used an online connection to play as an orchestra the song ‘Love Shine a Light’.

All parties involved immediately stated that before 2021, they intended to resume 

work on the contest in Rotterdam. And on 23 April 2020, Rotterdam City Council 

announced that they too were in favour of relaunching the Eurovision Song Contest in 

2021 in the port city.

During the special TV broadcast ‘Eurovision: Europe Shine a Light’, it was 

announced that the NPO, NOS and AVROTROS would still be organising the 65th 

Eurovision Song Contest in Rotterdam in May 2021, together with the municipality 

of Rotterdam and the European Broadcasting Union (EBU).

CHECK VIDEO

48 MENU    Europe Shine a Light.

https://youtu.be/Ky9lLxsN2Wo


OPEN UP (AGAIN).
4 DECEMBER 2020

EXTRAORDINARY TIMES, EXTRAORDINARY EUROVISION
As Host City of the Eurovision Song Contest 2021, Rotterdam became the (inter)

national calling card of Dutch creativity, innovation, and connectivity. It was also a 

perfect example of Rotterdam’s raw resilience. In the run-up to the event, Rotterdam 

residents and partners showed that unique circumstances were not a limitation, but 

something which logically led to an edition of Eurovision that was just as unique! 

We showed what connectivity, diversity, inclusion and solidarity could lead to in 

Rotterdam: to an extraordinary event for everyone, in extraordinary times!

Making plans.

The ‘house’ in which the Eurovision Song Contest was going to take place was 

almost finished in 2020. The foundation was ready, the walls were up; it only 

needed a roof. Rotterdam City Council honoured the request for an extra financial 

boost and authorised follow-up action in 2021. So not only was the ‘house’ given 

a roof, but another kind of building took place: the building of the city programme, 

which was done not physically but digitally.
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Rotterdam showed how quick to adapt it could be. During the pandemic, the 

people behind the Eurovision Song Contest continued to focus on the goal 

while navigating the new reality. At one point, developments in the pandemic 

necessitated daily course changes, which made it difficult to plan. But it also made 

the team develop incredible agility, with people who could change course very 

quickly, while still dealing with the inevitable disappointments which would occur 

along the way.

Initially, Rotterdam wanted to make a much bigger splash as Host City of the 

Eurovision Song Contest. COVID-19 put paid to that. In the media and public 

opinion, there may have been a need to get people re-introduced to plans for 

Eurovision, but not the organising team! Right from the first day, the team members 

were ‘ON’. Their thinking was: if we can’t go left, then we have to go right. The 

creative energy was immediately back.

On 15 July 2020, the Hilversum and Rotterdam teams came together in a so-called 

Fresh Up meeting. Two months later, they had come up with four scenarios for the 

Eurovision Song Contest in 2021 – from a scenario with zero live artists in Ahoy 

and therefore everything done digitally to a scenario where the hall played host all 

the participants and a full audience. This enabled the various participating parties 

to start thinking about how to adapt their contribution to the project.

As one of the largest event locations in the Netherlands, Ahoy has a rich history 

when it comes to major public events, such as the world-famous North Sea Jazz 

Festival and many major sporting events. It is also home to many world-famous 

artists who regularly perform for their fans. If Jolanda Jansen, director of Rotterdam 

Ahoy, has learned anything in the past year, it is to switch to the most extreme 

scenarios. Where Ahoy first prepared to host one of Europe’s largest public events, 

it quickly closed its doors in order to build an emergency hospital in the event halls 

for the increasing number of COVID-19 patients. Fortunately, it turned out not to be 

necessary.
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Ahoy also cancelled other events and looked for alternative sources of income. 

Unfortunately, forty percent of the permanent staff had to be laid off.

At the same time, meetings resumed with the municipality and Hilversum to 

look at the various scenarios which could enable the relaunch of the Eurovision 

Song Contest. It was still possible to organise the shows, providing there were 

precautions, such as frequent testing, health protocols, hygiene measures, frequent 

cleaning, and much more. In the end, the Eurovision Song Contest was designated 

as a Field Lab event by the government.
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100 DAYS TO 
OPEN UP 
LET’S COUNTDOWN 
TOGETHER! 
11 FEBRUARY 2021 – DEPOT BOIJMANS VAN BEUNINGEN

With a hundred days to go, the countdown to the grand final of the Eurovision 

Song Contest 2021 began on 11 February in Museumpark in Rotterdam. In front of 

the new, iconic building Depot Boijmans Van Beuningen and assisted by a group 

of talented singing and dancing Rotterdammers, Eurovision hosts Chantal Janzen, 

Edsilia Rombley, Jan Smit and Nikkie de Jager, together with Rotterdam mayor 

Ahmed Aboutaleb, unveiled a large art installation in the shape of a clock. From 

that date onwards, the clock counted down to the final on 22 May in Rotterdam 

Ahoy. With that unveiling, the Eurovision season 2021 had officially begun.

The unveiling of the clock also launched the central Eurovision theme of ‘OPEN 

UP’. For a hundred days, the organisation, Rotterdammers, fans and stakeholders 

counted down together and opened themselves up by sharing experiences, 

dreams, hopes, news and other stories, all linked to the number of the day. Because 

the clock was changed manually every day by parties involved in the city and 

the Eurovision Song Contest, they immediately acquired a stage and platform to 

present themselves.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0Zna-p3hUY
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INTERNATIONAL 
#SWINGALONG 
CAMPAIGN.
Five weeks before the Eurovision Song Contest started, 
the #SWINGALONG campaign began. Unfortunately, 
this edition could not be celebrated as usual, although 
Rotterdam would have loved to welcome all these 
fans to our beautiful city. Despite this, the organisation 
wanted to connect with as many fans as possible 
across the world – and what better way to do that 
than with the best antidote to lockdown laziness: an 
infectious dance challenge!

We managed to get people into the swing across physical boundaries. In 

Rotterdam, the Rotterdam way! Anyone can take part and, by dancing together, 

Rotterdam was put on the international map. As soon as it is possible, we want 

everyone to jump on a train or a bus and visit our great city. Everyone is welcome!

The most swinging entries were projected onto the World Port Center during the 

week of the Eurovision Song Contest.
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https://youtu.be/HWTzG2NLbXc
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CITY DRESSING  
THE ROTTERDAM WAY.
In the spring of 2021, Rotterdam glittered in the colours of Eurovision. For two 

weeks long, there were posters, banners and video screens in and around the city, 

showing the official Open Up artwork of the Eurovision Song Contest 2021. In 

addition to this traditional city dressing, Rotterdam promised to go the extra mile in 

the bid and provide artistic city dressing the Rotterdam way. Rotterdam invited five 

creative city dressers who had proved themselves over the past twenty years in the 

fields of fashion, city dressing, lighting art, visual art, street art, photography, and 

performance art. Studio VollaersZwart, Mothership, Arttenders, Hiphop In Je Smoel 

and Flowerdales Agency were commissioned to strengthen the city in all its guises 

in the run-up to the Eurovision Song Contest and to provide the city with artistic 

decorations. And it worked! This impressive line-up of internationally renowned city 

dressers ensured that no one could fail to notice that the Eurovision Song Contest 

was being held in Rotterdam.
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SIGHTSEEING IN 
ROTTERDAM
10 TO 20 MAY 2021

Because of the official health and safety regulations, delegations could only explore 

the Eurovision destination to a limited extent on their own. That was why Host City 

Rotterdam offered all delegations and press people—within necessary restrictions—a 

safe and enjoyable way of seeing the city: the official Social Programme.

Rotterdam organised tours at special (rooftop) locations, water taxi transport and 

a separate entrance to the Markthal (Market Hall). Like the delegations themselves, 

all personnel involved were tested for coronavirus: guides, culinary entrepreneurs, 

drivers, and skippers.

32 countries took part in the Social Programme. There were 56 programmes 

offered in all: 36 within Rotterdam and 20 outside the city.

Most countries took part in two to six programmes, with a total of 873 participants 

(whereby 555 were unique participants). In addition, six press tours were 

organised, with a total of 90 participants.

61 MENU    Sightseeing in Rotterdam.
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OPENING 
CEREMONY.
16 MAY 2021 – ERASMUS BRIDGE

EUROVISION SONG CONTEST OPENED WITH 
TURQUOISE CARPET
The Eurovision Song Contest 2021 truly started with the Opening 

Ceremony at the iconic Erasmus Bridge. The participants had put on 

their finest, most extravagant clothes and they looked fantastic! The 

Turquoise Carpet was broadcast live on the Eurovision Song Contest 

YouTube channel and got 800,000 views.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLQvi8GfsHk
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CITY
PROGRAMME. 
14 TO 22 MAY 2021

To make the Eurovision Song Contest a celebration for the entire city, Rotterdam 

Festivals organised the City Programme. With a creative, mainly online programme, 

the city put Rotterdam talent into the spotlight. The whole of Rotterdam wanted to 

take part and there were initiatives from all over the city to organise something for 

Eurovision week.

More than fifty Rotterdam (cultural) organisations and businesses contributed to 

the Eurovision programming, warming up both the city and the country for the 

Eurovision Song Contest 2021 in Rotterdam. And there were organisations from all 

corners of the world – from Hoek van Holland and Hoogvliet to Open Up North 

and Afri Opens Up in South Rotterdam – who organised open studios and singing 

competitions, as well as music in playgrounds and mosques.
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Of course, hospitality establishments, schools and businesses also joined in the fun. In 

the week of 17 May, six Rotterdam markets and 25 shopping streets were completely 

dressed for the Eurovision atmosphere in the SINGALONG style of the VollaersZwart 

Studio, done with the help of dozens of students behind the scenes. About 800 shops 

and hospitality establishments celebrated the contest with Eurovision decorations on 

their front façades, and 10,000 small sugar packs and 10,000 beermats were used 

on terraces which were thankfully allowed to open again. Students of the ‘Bread and 

Pastry’ course baked 10,000 Eurovision cookies to give to market vendors and the 

elderly in care homes. Rotterdammers who visited the weekly markets would have 

seen about 1,600 decorated market stalls. We used three kilometres of bunting to 

achieve this, and fifty students helped with these activities.

You could see the talent from even the youngest participants. For example, the 

Jong Roffa Song Contest was a competition for Rotterdam primary schools to see 

which children could come up with the best original song for Eurovision. A total of 

23 classes entered and schools from all areas of Rotterdam took part in the final. 

The fourteen songs submitted got more than 16,000 votes via the internet. The 

best song was chosen by a panel of judges consisting of singers Esther Hart and 

Shary-An, and ‘Méér Muziek in de Klas’ (More Music in the Class) ambassador 

Buddy Vedder.
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There was singing from Rotterdam hospitals, thanks to a great collaboration 

between the Erasmus MC and the Sophia Children’s Hospital. And representing 

‘Rotterdamse Dakendagen’, Marja van Katendrecht gave a special performance 

on rooftops visible from the balconies of senior citizens’ apartments and nursing 

homes. In addition, fifteen nursing homes were also given a treat by ‘Rotterdam in 

Koor’ to a Eurovision singalong event for hundreds of residents. 

 

Prior to Eurovision week, RTV Rijnmond made a five-part television series called 

‘Tebbie Ries and his Song Contest’ with Rotterdam comedian Richard Groenendijk. 

A total of 181,000 people tuned in to watch the programme on RTV Rijnmond. 

And, together with local broadcaster OPEN Rotterdam, Rotterdam Festivals made 

nine episodes of the OPEN UPDATE during Eurovision week, which featured daily 

news on everything to do with the City Programme. In addition, RTV Rijnmond 

broadcast a specially made version of the annual singalong festival ‘Rotterdam 

Zingt’ (Rotterdam Sings). More than 16,000 viewers sat home on the couch and 

sang along to Eurovision classics.

There were also the life-size jukebox, Eurovision songs from the Laurenskerk, and 

some fantastic online shows. Open up to celebrate!

‘Mijn Rotterdam’ (My Rotterdam) is a short music film in which the port is the 

backdrop for a number of music performances that represent Rotterdam talent 

from the City Programme. The film was shown on both regional and local 

television channels.

www.rotterdamfestivals.nl/stadsprogramma

CHECK VIDEO

CHECK VIDEO

CHECK VIDEO CHECK VIDEO
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https://youtu.be/0wunkfNXr4o
https://youtu.be/uNNXr_TJKkA
https://youtu.be/xgLJ07kMeks
https://youtu.be/34_ektcVBts


CONTRIBUTING 
BUSINESSES.
TOGETHER, WE GET THINGS DONE!

SOME EXAMPLES OF THE MANY ROTTERDAM 
BUSINESSES WHO CONTRIBUTED.
Rotterdam is getting a reputation as a restaurant city due to its number of Michelin 

stars, so a Rotterdam cookbook inspired by Eurovision was inevitable. Edwin Veekens, 

one of the initiators of Gers! and SMAAKmag., approached top chef Terry Priem to 

ask whether he could make a typical dish from each of the 41 participating countries 

with an added Rotterdam twist. The result was 41 dishes from 41 Eurovision countries 

in one cookbook.

A colourful cake was specially designed in honour of the Eurovision Song Contest, 

as well as to celebrate Rotterdam café and patisserie Dudok’s thirtieth anniversary. 

The cake is a collaboration between Dudok, VollaersZwart Studio and Host City 

Rotterdam. For every cake sold, Dudok donated € 1.50 to the ‘Méér Muziek in de 

Klas’ foundation, social partner of the Eurovision Song Contest, which is dedicated 

to highlighting the importance of music for children.

68 MENU   Contributing Businesses.



The façade of Digters Café acted as a mega jukebox from 10 to 22 May and all 

41 participants of the Eurovision Song Contest 2021 were featured on it. People 

could choose their favourite Eurovision entry online or while dining on the terrace, 

and then the mega jukebox would play their chosen song. It was a colourful tribute 

to both the Eurovision Song Contest and to Rotterdam. Digters also employ as both 

serving and kitchen staff people from Pameijer, an organisation for those who have 

difficulties in being part of society.

Dona Daria, in collaboration with Arminius, organised the conference ‘Song 

Contest: Open Up to Human Rights’, which was held on 12 May. The evening’s 

hosts, Gert-Jan Verboom and Peter van Vught, spoke with various guests about 

human rights in Europe, with a focus on LGTBQ+ people as well as the Eurovision 

Song Contest.
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EUROVISION 
VILLAGE.
15 TO 23 MAY 2021

From 15 to 23 May, the ‘doors’ of the online Eurovision Village were open to 

visitors from all over the world. Never before has an online Village been developed 

for the Eurovision Song Contest. The corona crisis presented Rotterdam with a 

challenge: to build an innovative digital platform as a translation of the physical 

Eurovision Village which had been planned on the Binnenrotte. Rotterdam Festivals 

was the Host City partner which seized that challenge with both hands, together 

with Tribe Company and DEPT agency.

On the brand-new platform, fans and enthusiasts could immerse themselves 24 

hours a day in a 3D world of the city and all its wonderful Eurovision content. It 

enabled you to see former participants and other artists perform, visit iconic places, 

and get in touch with special Rotterdammers. This was how Rotterdam was brought 

to the world, when the world could not come to Rotterdam. The online Village was 

free to visit day and night at www.eurovisonvillage.com 

70 MENU    Eurovision Village.



The online Eurovision Village opened its doors in spectacular fashion. In a 

special performance, Afrojack literally and figuratively rose to great heights 

on Rotterdam’s Koningshavenbrug ‘De Hef’. From there, you could witness a 

legendary performance fifty metres above the city by this world-famous DJ 

and, in a dazzling livestream using elements of the bridge in an authentic way, 

visitors could experience Rotterdam like never before. Drone shots, light shows 

and fireworks from the bridge completed this unique performance.
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‘The Eurovision Song Contest turned my life upside-down. It opened new doors and 

gave me the opportunity to fully focus on what is most important to me: making 

music. It now feels extra special that I can perform in the first online Eurovision 

Village in this special place and this unique setting. It’s so amazing! I want to thank 

everyone who is watching, wherever they are for their support.’

DUNCAN LAURENCE
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ROTTERDAM IN  
THE SPOTLIGHTS. 
MAY 18 TO 23, 2021

Throughout Eurovision week, Rotterdam was literally and figuratively in the spotlight. 

The Erasmus Bridge, which is popularly called ‘The Swan’ (De Zwaan), was 

beautifully lit and given wings. The swan ‘flew’ with her luminous wings into the 

future, bringing light and togetherness to the world. The bridge is celebrating its 

25th anniversary this year and has become the symbol of Rotterdam’s courage  

and resilience.

The Maassilo, Hotel New York, and Depot Boijmans Van Beuningen were also 

illuminated by Mothership. In addition, the rooftops of these iconic buildings were 

the setting for ‘Rock the Roof’, performances by six legendary former winners of the 

Eurovision Song Contest. These performances were also featured in the live shows 
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https://youtu.be/mJ3i3-QGteg


The Erasmus Bridge also played a central role in the spectacular interval act  

‘Music Binds Us’ during the grand final.

OSRAM, official lighting partner of the Eurovision Song Contest, lit up Rotterdam 

during the live shows. Rotterdam Town Hall, one of the city’s most beautiful 

buildings, glittered in bright colours. Viewers could decide which colours the 

building would be lit using OSRAM’s Instagram channel. During the two semi-finals 

and the final, everyone could rate the artists on a scale from one to twelve. The 

final score was made up of the average value of all their votes and this would 

determine the colour of the lighting. The results were immediately visible in the city 

and via webcam sent all over the world.
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https://youtu.be/D7JCvlkJXsQ
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LIVE 
AUDIENCE. 
On 1 March 2021, it was announced that the delegations could travel to Rotterdam. 

To our delight, it was then announced on 1 April 2021 that the shows could have 

people in the audience under Fieldlab conditions. We were allowed a live audience 

of 3,500 people per show, for all nine shows (dress rehearsals and live shows) of the 

Eurovision Song Contest 2021. Part of this approach involved extensive COVID-19 

measures and a test programme. Both crew members and artists were tested every 

48 hours and the public could only be admitted with proof of a negative test from 

the same day. The number of people who tested positive test was limited. However, 

Duncan Lawrence was one of them, which meant he could not perform during the 

final. To show our support for him, the Rotterdam Zalmhaven Tower – tallest building 

in the Netherlands – displayed the words ‘WE LOVE DUNCAN’.

Sietse Bakker says: ‘The fact that we can now hold the Eurovision Song Contest 

with a live audience again is something we had only dreamed of. We are grateful 

to the cabinet and Field Lab Events for making this possible and for the confidence 

they have placed in us.’ He emphasised that the health of the artists, crew and 

members of the audience were still their highest priority.
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CELEBRATE 
TOGETHER.
‘TOGETHER’ – A SONG CONTEXT FOR EVERYONE
 

For the first time in the history of the Eurovision Song Contest, an organising city made 

free tickets available to people of limited means. With 8,500 tickets, Rotterdam wanted 

to make sure that the event would truly be a celebration by and for everyone. Three 

thousand Rotterdammers accepted the offer and each of them received two tickets to one 

of the live shows.

Due to the corona measures, this number had to be proportionately adjusted, but in 

the end more than 2,500 people from this target group were able to experience an 

unforgettable evening.

‘I want to thank Rotterdam for the fantastic evening! My daughter 

and I had a great night. Everything was taken care of down to the 

last detail. My compliments. I am a big fan of the Eurovision Song 

Contest and now I was there. I am so proud of my city of Rotterdam!’

One of the winners of ‘Celebrate Together’N
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TV BROADCASTS.
22 MAY 2021 – FINAL – ROTTERDAM AHOY

The Eurovision Song Contest 2021 was watched on television by 183 million 

viewers in 36 countries. It was also a huge success with younger audiences: The 

viewing share of people aged 15-24 years during the final was 7 percentage 

points higher than in 2019. 52.8% of that age group watched television at that 

time, which is four times higher than average for broadcasting channels (14.5%).

Online  

During Eurovision week, 50.6 million unique viewers from 234 countries and 

territories watched online the official Eurovision YouTube channel, an increase 

of 28% compared to 2019. 71% of those who watched live content consisted of 

people aged 18-34 years. That same week, Eurovision’s official social media 

accounts generated 14 million engagement actions on posts (Instagram, Facebook, 

Twitter, TikTok), of which 4.3 million engagement actions were accounted for by 

the new TikTok channel. During the week of the event, there was a total of nearly 

80 million views on Twitter for videos related to Eurovision. And on the night of the 

grand final, nearly 5 million tweets were sent about the contest. 
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ROTTERDAM 
CONGRATULATES 
ITALY.
Rotterdam congratulated Italy, winner of the Eurovision Song Contest 2021, 

by projecting the colours of the Italian flag onto Rotterdam Town Hall. The 

winning song was also immediately installed in the traffic lights at Rotterdam 

Ahoy, where you could hear the song and see a rocking guitarist play along 

on the traffic light screen.

It was a great performance by Måneskin with a fantastic song. Rotterdam 

would like to wish Italy every success with the organisation of the Eurovision 

Song Contest 2022. Let’s make it another fantastic celebration!

CHECK VIDEO
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In addition to circular materials for the city dressing, the Vollaerszwart Studio created 

the fashion for SINGALONG. Well-known designers and Rotterdam sewing workshops 

joined forces to create a colourful collection. For the clothing, the different nationalities 

of both designers and flags were brought together for a beautiful, colourful unity.

On 23 May, at the countdown clock, team Rotterdam met for the last time. There 

was a spectacular SINGALONG fashion show, with an added Italian twist as a way 

of congratulating Italy on their win. Rotterdam would like to thank everyone who 

opened up to celebrate Eurovision with us. After the 100-day countdown, the clock 

at Museumpark was today set to ‘OPEN’. And Rotterdam will stay open to everyone 

who has a place in their heart for our city and who was inspired by this mega event. It 

doesn’t stop here! We are ready for new adventures: Open up to the future!
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ORGANISATION 
AND SERVICE.
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NCTV TRIAD
Including Mayor
Director of Security

SGBO
(police) + Board liaison security

MUNICIPAL ACTION 
CENTRE
(GAC)

CITY 
BRANDING 
•  Strategy for City 

Marketing & 
Communication

•  City dressing

COMMUNICATION, CITY MARKETING AND PR (MUNIPALITY OF ROTTERDAM, CITYMARKETING AND ROTTERDAM PARTNERS) 
•  Media, PR (regional, national and international), internal and external communication

SECURITY
Coordination of all aspects of security

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

CITYWIDE 
HOSPITALITY 
& HOTELS
•  Hospitality 
•  Visitor info
•  Tours
•  Hotels

CITY EVENTS / 
PROJECTS
•   Coordination of 

Village, EuroClub, 
Opening of City 
Programme

•  Celebrate Together 
tickets

TOWN HALL 
•  events
•  Representation
•  VIP hospitality

AHOY
•  Responsibility for 

production activities 
in Ahoy.

CITY
MANAGEMENT
•  Outdoor spaces
•  Management
•  Maintenance
•  Signage
•  Accessability
•  Circularity

VOLUNTEERS 
& HOSTS
•  Volunteer 

coordination 

TRANSPORT
•   Tender / operation 

of delegation 
transportation

•  Public transport

PLANNING STAFF

MUNICIPAL  
EXECUTIVE

ALDERMAN KASMI
Administrative Client

MUNICIPAL STEERING COMMITTEE
•  Official client, project director
•  Board members: BCO, Security Directorate,  

City Management
•  Corporate controller
-----------
•  Board members: Ahoy, Rotterdam Festivals, Rotterdam Partners
-----------
Support provided by project secretary and ESF  
project manager

CORE TEAM ESF 2021 ROTTERDAM
• Rotterdam Municipality • Rotterdam Ahoy • Rotterdam Partners • Rotterdam Festivals 

Central consultation with parties responsible for realisation of pillars outlined below.

STAFF, TO INCLUDE:
•  General Counsel
•  Controller
•  Communication coordinator
•  Project secretary
•  Financial officer for project
•  Planner
•  Administrative advisor
•  …..

ADVISORY COUNCIL
City / National

EUROPEAN BROADCASTING UNION
(EBU)

HOST BROADCASTER
NPO / AVROTROS / NOS
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THE ASSIGNMENT.
Broadcasters NPO, AVROTROS and NOS invited Dutch cities to apply for the 

Eurovision Song Contest. Each potential host city was asked to submit a bid 

based on a programme of requirements in the form of a bid book. The bid book 

contained the host city’s answers on how it would meet those requirements. This 

included safety, location, transport, hotels, and the city dressing. The bid book was 

also where the host city’s plans and ambitions were laid out.

Airport security services took care of security for the event and there were no 

incidents.
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Team Host City Rotterdam From left to right in the photo: Jolanda Jansen - Director Rotterdam Ahoy,  
Alice Vlaanderen - Project Director city of Rotterdam, Renske Satijn - Director Rotterdam Festivals,  
Dave Geensen - Project Manager city of Rotterdam, Arjanne Hoogstad - Manager Marketing & Communications at Rotterdam Partners

85 MENU    The Assignment.
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CIRCULAR AND 
SUSTAINABLE.
Rotterdam is aware of the need for circularity. In 2030, circularity will be the 

benchmark in Rotterdam. That means the city will handle raw materials in a way 

which creates as little waste and harmful emissions as possible. The long-term goal 

is for there to be no waste at all. Materials for the Eurovision city dressing are 

therefore 90% circular. Host City Rotterdam wants to show every Rotterdammer, 

visitor and viewer of the Eurovision Song Contest that it takes its responsibilities 

seriously and to set an example to the rest of the world.

So, all the more reason to include circularity as an important precondition for all 

city dressers. One of the most eye-catching results were the canvases that was used 

in the city. These were either made from old national flags or recycled material. 

After the event, these flags and banners were then recycled in the making of new 

products.

The products are for sale in the webshop at www.goodiesforgoodness.nl.
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And what about the huge Eurovision trophy that stood in front of Rotterdam 

Central Station? That was 3D-printed from recycled PETG material, which came 

from Rotterdam port and was fully recyclable.

The ordering of promotional materials also took circularity into account; besides 

which, only so-called storage items were ordered. The materials for the 2020 

edition of the contest were also upcycled (where possible) for 2021. The 

keycords were processed into bags that Rotterdam residents were recently able 

to win during the promotion ‘SINGALONG at home’. The linen bags for 2020 

were taken in hand by Pameijer and Rotterdam Inclusive under the supervision 

of embroidery artist Maarten Bel and could therefore be used for another year!
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ROTTERDAM 
AHOY.
Ahoy organises and facilitates large-scale (international) events. The combination 

of the Ahoy Arena, Exhibition & Event Halls, and a Congress & Meeting Centre 

under one roof made it possible to create a versatile set of programmes. Rotterdam 

Ahoy had more than enough space to accommodate the facilities required for the 

Eurovision Song Contest. The Ahoy Arena, main location for the TV production, is 

30 m. at its highest point with a clearance height of 22.5 m. The whole hall can 

be completely blacked out and has a total rigging capacity of 280,000 kg. All the 

security expertise necessary for large-scale events can be provided in-house. Ahoy 

has had many years’ experience with the extensive safety requirements of large, 

international productions. The hosts for the Eurovision TV shows were therefore 

perfect for the Ahoy venue.

88 MENU   Rotterdam Ahoy.
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•  1,500,000 visitors  

per year

• 550 events per year

•  10,000,000 fans within one 

hour’s travel time

• 50th anniversary in 2021 

•  90,000 m2: two indoor arenas, 

exhibition and events halls, and a 

congress & meeting centre 

•  Ahoy Arena capacity:  

16,424 visitors 

•  Rotterdam Ahoy Congress & 

Meeting Centre: 35 break-out 

rooms (opened end of 2020)

•  RTM Stage capacity (medium-sized 

arena): 7,819 visitors (opened 

end of 2020)

• 2,000 parking spaces
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VOLUNTEERS  
& HOSTS.
‘TOGETHER’ WITH VOLUNTEERS
 

Events like the Eurovision Song Contest cannot be organised without volunteers. 

Rotterdam had more than 650 volunteers who helped make the event a success. 

The call for volunteers did not fall on deaf ears. In no time at all, a thousand 

people had signed up for all kinds of tasks.

Many of them found it extraordinary to be part of what they saw as a  

once-in-a-lifetime experience. Volunteers were sent out to provide 

information to the press and accreditation centre, to guide foreign delegations 

and to help familiarise visitors with the city. Volunteers for the delegations were 

native speakers and bilingual or multilingual.

92 MENU    Volunteers & Hosts.
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There was special training organised for volunteers who acted as ambassadors of 

the city. They were given special clothing, food and drink, and transport.

In Rotterdam Ahoy, the municipality launched a special volunteer platform with 

the slogan ‘Open Up to Each Other’. In a short time, people from all over the 

Netherlands signed up to have that once-in-a-lifetime experience.
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PRESS CENTRE. 
Usually, the press centre would accommodate about 1,500 members of the press, 

but corona measures meant there would be significantly fewer. In the end, there 

were 441 journalists on-site and 729 in the online press centre: a total of 1,170 

journalists.

This press centre was equipped with a strong internet connection, large monitor 

screens, and workplaces which conformed to the 1.5 metres social distancing 

regulations. You can watch the Host City Rotterdam press conference here: 

The entire press centre was dressed in the official Eurovision artwork, but the 

artistic city dressing for ‘SINGALONG CITY’ also literally ended in the press 

centre. The colourful designs were based on a medley of lyrics from winning songs 

and international flags. The route from Rotterdam Central to Rotterdam Ahoy was 

marked by tape with that design. All the press who showed up received a well-

filled goodie bag with city information and fun goodies. It included a map of 

CHECK VIDEO
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Rotterdam from the mayor, who had featured it in a video at the opening since 

the corona crisis made it impossible for people to discover the city for themselves. 

As well as the physical press centre in Ahoy, there was also a virtual press centre 

in which journalists could log in remotely. Host City Rotterdam also produced a 

media handbook which contained all necessary contacts, download links for press 

material, and information on the city and Rotterdam Ahoy.

96 MENU    Press Centre.



CITYBRANDING 
MARKETING AND 
COMMUNICATIONS.
Rotterdam had a unique approach as a host city. This was not just because of the 

coronavirus, but because doing things differently is in our DNA. From the very 

beginning, we promised to actively organise the Eurovision Song Contest together 

with the entire city.

Host City Rotterdam was a collaboration between the municipality of Rotterdam, 

Rotterdam Ahoy, Rotterdam Festivals, and Rotterdam Partners. Host City Rotterdam 

also worked with the brand alliance ‘Rotterdam. Make It Happen.’ and all the city’s 

affiliated companies, organisations and other parties. In all communication, the 

city brand logo of ‘Rotterdam. Make It Happen.’ was to be seen as the sender, 

representing the whole city. The central principle of Host City Rotterdam’s approach 

was collaboration.

Host City Rotterdam’s central means of communication were website 

www.openuptorotterdam.eu, a newsletter, and a social media mix.  

Via @OpenUpToRdam, there were regular posts on Twitter, Snapchat,  

Instagram and Facebook.

All of Host City Rotterdam’s news and initiatives could be found through these central 

communication sources. In addition, we used the various communication tools of city 

partners, and there were project-specific communication tools, such as those created 

for the online Eurovision Village and international campaign #swingalong.
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AR IG FILTER & SNAPCHAT LENS
THE BIG SOCIAL MEDIA HIT WAS THE MAKEUP FILTER!

Before the second semi-final, Nikkie de Jager, known as Nikkie Tutorials (14.7M 

followers), managed to find our filter on Instagram. The story she shared on her 

own Instagram account resulted in a lot of extra views, recordings and shares of the 

filter. The AR make-up filter ended up making a total of 3,157,631 impressions!

The ‘Rotterdam. Make It Happen.’ corporate identity underwent a colourful 

metamorphosis, especially for the communication of initiatives surrounding the 

Eurovision Song Contest. This matched the brand promises the city had established 

for Eurovision and contributed to the city’s story and image. Never before had 

a Eurovision Host City developed a corporate identity in addition to Eurovision’s 

official artwork.

RESULTS:
• Visual unity in a city with regard to artistic imagery.

• Hardly any fines for unauthorised use of Eurovision logo.

• Enormous sense of togetherness.

• Creation of added value for social objectives from city dressing projects.

• Extremely high increase in brand value.

1

OPEN UP TO 
ROTTERDAM. 
MAKE IT HAPPEN.
STYLEGUIDE HOST CITY
EUROVISION SONG CONTEST
ROTTERDAM 2021
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RESULTS & 
SOCIETAL 
LEGACY.
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The results of an event are usually 
straightforward. Clicks, hashtags, revenues, 
seats, 9s and 10s. An event’s legacy considers 
what the lasting effects of those results will be. 

Rotterdam set out to open up to the future, to celebrate, to each other, 

and to realness. Will the investment in ESC in Rotterdam have a lasting, 

positive impact on the city or even further afield? If yes, how can a Host 

City make the most of the opportunities sparked by the Eurovision Song 

Contest—to manifest a societal legacy.



20, NO… WAIT 
21 FAST FACTS.
1.  183,000,000 broadcast viewers and fans welcomed back the 

Eurovision Song Contest after a gruelling 24 month wait

2.  93 million reach of Yahoo! News article about the Rotterdam 

#Swingalong dance challenge

3.  50.6 million unique viewers across 234 countries and territories 

enjoying the shows on the official Youtube channel

4.  Nearly 5 million tweets about the contest on the night of the Grand Final

5.  503.640 visits to the online Eurovision Village

6.  36,521 Teams meetings and Zoom calls from 305 kitchen 

tables to plan and produce Eurovision Song Contest during a pandemic

7.  27,475 unmasked, happy fans who safely cheered and danced their 

way through a live music show during the Covid 19 crisis 

8.  17,665 nights that delegations, press, visitors and partners slept tight in a 

Rotterdam hotel 

9.  6,100 Eurovision Song Contest 2020 promotional bags 

upcycled to embroidered 2021 swag by Rotterdammers with roadblocks to 

employment 

10.  2,600 sing-along-at-home house parties

11.  2,574 Rotterdammers who got to “Celebrate Together”  

with free tickets, transportation, and goodies for a show,  

making sure Eurovision Song Contest was a celebration for 

residents from all socioeconomic backgrounds

12.  2020 – the year Rotterdam THOUGHT it would be Host City for 

the Eurovision Song Contest!

13.  698 volunteers powering the city, venue, and visitors’ 

experiences

14.  507 delegation participants from 38 countries

15.  441 journalists and photographers reporting from Rotterdam 

16.  100 days in a row that social media lit up with the  

countdown clock at Rotterdam’s newest Instagrammable icon  

17.  99.88% negative (good news!) Corona test results  

out of 29,908 tests in 51 days  

18.  40 kilometers of 90% circular, #Singalong city dressing 

through Rotterdam

19.  17 times that the government changed event and travel policies 

during planning & production 

20.  9.4 brandfame score for Open up to Rotterdam. Make it 

Happen as Host City

21.  8.9 average satisfaction rating from all guests, press  

and participants

100 MENU    20, no… wait 21 fast facts.



CONTEXT:  
ESC DURING 
CORONA.
For some perspective on the results that follow,  
keep in mind that during Eurovision Song Contest:
 
1. International travel was not allowed or strongly discouraged 

2.  Museums, theaters and other amenities were closed; restaurants and bars 

were closed but for a six-hour window for outdoor dining 

3. Dutch households were allowed a maximum of two visitors per day

4. Face masks were mandatory in all public, indoor spaces, and 

5. The map of Europe was flaming with COVID cases.  

Source: European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control

Given that backdrop, the sight of thousands of happy, dancing, cheering, and maskless 

fans filling a stadium night after night might have been one of the most eye-catching 

parts of Eurovision Song Contest in 2021. What looked like effortlessly ‘normal life’ 

again was the result of the Dutch government’s FieldLab Events programme. 

The Dutch events sector partnered with the government to create “Fieldlab Events,” 

working with scientists and related institutions to identify best practices to help the 

industry during and after the COVID-19 crisis. Eurovision Song Contest 2021 was 

selected as a Fieldlab experiment, under which an in person-audience was allowed 

under strict supervision and guidelines. 

14-day notification 
rate cases per 
100.000 population 
during week 18-19
(03-05-21 - 16-05-21)
Worldwide by selected territory(ies) 

 
14-day notification rate

 <20

 20-59

 60-119

 120-213

 240-479

 480-959

 >-g

 Nrc
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SO WHO 
WATCHED 
THE SHOWS?   
The 2021 edition was no exception to the massive, international interest in the 

performances from prior years. The shows were seen by 183 million broadcast 

viewers and 50.6 million viewers on youtube.

 

Due to COVID restrictions, in-person show attendees were mainly a home crowd:  

• 27,475 attendees across the nine live shows

• 96% were from the Netherlands 

•  34% were from the Rotterdam region. That so many locals could themselves 

participate was a silver lining of the travel restrictions, in line with the city’s 

aspiration to make ESC an inclusive celebration for host city residents

Rotterdam

Rotterdam region

Rest of the Netherlands

Europe

Rest of the world

34%

13%

48%

3%

1%

Show attendees' place of residence
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SATISFACTION.  
Visitors, press and delegations awarded Eurovision Song Contest 2021  

in Rotterdam an 8.9 out of 10 for overall satisfaction. 

 

    

Side events also garnered positive reviews; average satisfaction with 

both the online Eurovision Village and City Programme was 7.8 out of 10 

for participating audiences. 

Everything 
fantastically 

arranged with 
military precision 
and friendliness :)

 
VISITOR

Show was spectacular, 
stage was insane, so did 
the energy, and overall 

impression was very positive.
 

PRESS

Best ESC ever! And 
this is our 7th year ;)

 
DELEGATE

Average satisfaction (1-10) with Eurovision 
Song Contest 2021 by audience

Average rating

Visitors

Delegates

Press

8,9

9,1

9,0

8,6
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SAFETY TO THE 
FOREFRONT.  
Safety measures commanded more than the usual attention for the 2021 edition. 

Visitors, delegates and press were comfortable with the measures taken in response 

to COVID 19 and felt safe during their participation in Host City Rotterdam. 

 In addition, 94% of volunteers agreed that they “felt safe” during  

their shifts. 

It was nice to 
know that both the 
EBU and the Dutch 

broadcasters 
made sure to keep 

to the COVID 
guidelines.

 
PRESS

I felt safer than 
in an average 
supermarket!

 
VISITOR

You proved to the  
world that it is possible  

to organize huge  
event safely.

 
DELEGATE

Comfort with COVID 19 safety 
measures, by audience

Press

Delegates

Visitors

93%

89%

87%
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THE LOCALS: 
RESIDENTS AND 
ENTREPRENEURS.  
Rotterdammers are known for being real; giving an honest opinion without the 

sugar coating. When word first came out that Rotterdam would be the host city, 

residents ranged from skeptical—consider t-shirts that popped up with the waggish 

slogan ‘bugger off with your song festival’—to lukewarm.

 

•  After the event, residents’ satisfaction with Rotterdam as Host City for 

Eurovision Song Contest 2021 made a big jump, from 6,5 to 7,5.  

The percentage awarding an 8 or higher increased from 37% to 59%. 

•  Local entrepreneurs were even more satisfied with Rotterdam as 

Host City and were also exceptionally supportive, more so than 

residents in general. 

 

•  92% of entrepreneurs and 69% of residents were supportive  

of Rotterdam’s place as Host City, 25% of the overall residents 

were neutral. 

 

  

Resident satisfaction with Eurovision 
Song Contest, overall 

6,5
Pre-event

37% rated 8 or higher

7,5

59% rated 8 or higher
Post-event

Local satisfaction (1-10) with 
Rotterdam as Host City 

Residents

Entrepreneurs

7,5

8,6

Local support for Rotterdam
as Host City

Residents

Entrepreneurs

83%

95%
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LOCAL 
COLLABORATION.  
Host City Rotterdam made it a priority to meaningfully engage with  

local entrepreneurs as well as the overall population.

•  Host City Rotterdam worked from the start directly with more than 60 local, 

national and international stakeholders from many different sectors and the 

number grew during the process. 

•  800 local entrepreneurs joined the Eurovision Song Contest spirit by putting 

up Citydressing banners on their shop windows and 

finding creative ways  

to participate. In one example, a local bakery made 

Eurovision Song  

Contest-themed cakes and donated most of the proceeds.  

•  Efforts to engage entrepreneurs were rewarded with 

average feedback  

of 8 out of 10 for collaboration; 76% of entrepreneurs 

valuated the collaboration with the Host City Partners 

with an 8 or higher.

Host City Rotterdam 
has enthusiastically 
wanted to involve 
and connect all 

partners. Overall, 
this has been a 

great collaboration. 
 

ENTREPRENEUR

Even though we didn’t  
make the cut for a subsidy, the  

City Programme team still did their  
best to help us build visibility  

for our activity.
 

ENTREPRENEUR

We engaged creatives and producers 
who are active locally – known in the 
neighborhoods – but also sent feelers 

out to look further in the city. In addition, 
we collaborated with [the charity] Music 
in the Classroom, which already has a 

network in education, looking for ways to 
strengthen each other. 

 
RENSKE SATIJN, ROTTERDAM FESTIVALS

Rotterdam entrepreneurs, satisfaction 
with collaboration (1-10)  

4% (6) 4% (9)16% (7) 16% (10)56% (8)

8,0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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HOST CITY  
IN THE MEDIA.  
The scale of Eurovision Song Contest put Rotterdam on the world stage for media 

coverage. 

A Meltwater analysis shows that between August 1, 2019 and May 31, 2021, 

Rotterdam has been mentioned as Host City for the Eurovision Song Contest in 

17,422 online editorial articles worldwide. The reach of all articles is estimated to 

be 39,800 million potential readers. To put this in perspective, this equates to each 

person on the planet potentially hearing about Rotterdam as the Host City for the 

Eurovision Song Contest five times. The (media) attention for the Eurovision Song 

Contest outside of Europe is also noteworthy, showing that the ESC is not just a 

European festivity.

“To put it into context, a year ago this venue 
was a hospital, and tonight, now it’s 

bringing us all together. They’ve put on an 
amazing show. The last few hours you might have 
forgotten what is going on in the world because it 
really has been exceptional. So congratulations to 
the Dutch team and our hosts here in Rotterdam.”

 
GRAHAM NORTON, ON-SITE PRESS AND GLOBAL 

INFLUENCER DURING UK BROADCAST
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Top-10 Countries
Potential reach  
(views)

Top-5 Media outlets
Potential reach 
(Dutch)

Top-5 Media outlets
Potential reach  
(non-Dutch)

1.  Netherlands 
8,880 articles

16,600 
million

1.  Algemeen Dagblad 
4,200 million 
432 articles

1.  La Vanguardia 
(Spain)

    1,900 million
    67 articles

2.  Spain 
1,070 articles

5,500 
million

2. De Telegraaf
    1,900 million 
    246 articles

2.  The Independent (UK)
    680 million
    15 articles

3.  France 
1,167 articles

4,200 
million

3. Nu.nl
    1,700 million
    217 articles

3.  BBC Turkce (Turkey)
    591 million
    8 articles

4.  United 
Kingdom 
509 articles

3,800 
million

4.  RTL Nieuws
     1,300 million  

232 articles

4.  Infobae (Argentina)
    531 million
    11 articles

5.  Turkey 
499 articles

2,300 
million

5. RTL Boulevard
    983 million
    366 articles

5.  Mirror Online (UK)
    481 million
    14 articles

6.  Belgium 
584 articles

1,100 
million

7.  Argentina 
56 articles

714 
million

8.  Indonesia 
45 articles

576 
million

9.  Germany 
310 articles

559 
million

10.  Romania 
912 articles

432 
million

Only articles where Rotterdam is mentioned in connection with the Eurovision Song 

Contest have been counted. Articles that are only about individual artists or that just 

mention the Netherlands were not counted. Meltwater also conducted an in-depth 

analysis of 585 editorial articles published in the Netherlands and internationally. 

In these articles, there was a more in-depth story written about Rotterdam and its 

characteristics and values. The estimated reach of these articles is 1,600 million 

potential readers.

Results above do not include volume and potential reach of social media posts 

about the Eurovision Song Contest where Rotterdam is mentioned as Host City.
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RESULTS:  
HOST CITY  
BRAND BUZZ.  
The reach, sentiment, and influence of Rotterdam’s host city branding reached a 

record peak as Host City. 

•  A ‘brandfame’ score captured readings on the reach, sentiment, and 

influence of Open Up to Rotterdam. Make it Happen, reaching a record 

of 9.4 points in May 2021. 

•  For reference, consider the brandfame score was 2.9 points in May 2019 

and 8.0 points in May 2020. •  Of four sentiments attached to the branding, the most often referenced was 

“Open up to Celebrate” by visitors and residents.   

Open up to Rotterdam. Make it Happen., 
Brandfame score

Source: Metrixlab

2019

2,9

2020

8,0

2021

9,4
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RESULTS:
ONLINE 
CAMPAIGNS FOR 
ENGAGEMENT.  
The #Swingalong social campaign drew moderate traffic with strong 

engagement, including outside of the Netherlands.

•  Video ads were watched completely 2-4 times more often than 

benchmarks 

•  Total of 20,000+ likes, reactions and shares from paid, owned and 

earned placements 

•  The #swingalong website was visited 87,000 times, with nearly half of 

visitors from the Netherlands, followed by France and Germany (14%), 

and the UK (10%) and Belgium (9%). 

The #Openuptorotterdam campaign had a total reach on 

Facebook and Instagram of 8.7 million impressions with an additional  

2 million impressions on Snapchat, through a special filter. 

•  We have reached people from 149 countries with our content

•  At Facebook we had 9.055.240 unique page impressions,  

at Instagram 7.558.350.

•  At Instagram we have managed to reach an engagement  

rate of 11,9% (!)

•  The official ‘Open Up to Rotterdam’ website was visited more 

than 100,000 times with the top 3 source countries being the 

Netherlands, United Kingdom and Belgium. 

•  Click-through rates from the Google campaign for domestic 

audiences were more than double the click-through of international 

audiences

•  Top 5 keywords from the google campaigns were Eurovision, 

Songfestival, Eurovisie Songfestival, Songfestival Rotterdam and 

ESC 2021

•  The ‘Road to Rotterdam’ videos were positively received along with 

videos featuring dancing people (such as the Swingalong posts 

and the traffic light at Ahoy) are represented in the best performing 

content. 
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Overall this was one 
of the best contests in 

history, and the success 
of the event against all 
odds was a testament 

to the organisers’ 
planning and resilience. 
The one draw was the 

unmoderated press 
centre online chat that 
…detracted from the 

experience.

PRESS

Really pleased  
with the online Press platform 

and hopefully the next 
organisers implement this 

innovation as well.

PRESS

LEGACY:
PRESS RELATIONS.  
COVID-19 related travel restrictions put a damper on on-site press coverage;  

441 journalists and photographers travelled to Rotterdam compared to an  

average of 1,700 for the past few Eurovision Song Contests. 

A larger group of press joined via an Online  

Press Center (729). 

 

Both on-site and online press participants were very  

satisfied with the show and became more familiar with  

Rotterdam. This familiarity and positivity may be  

indicators for lasting affinity that can benefit Rotterdam’s  

image in the long-run.  

•  Press reported high satisfaction with the event  

overall (8.6), driven by the venue (location,  

accessibility, & volunteers and staff), as well as  

the online press centre

Overall satisfaction (1-10), 
participating press

4% (6) 40% (9)11% (7) 22% (10)20% (8)

8,6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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LEGACY: VISITOR 
PERCEPTIONS.  
Rotterdam isn’t a city of tulips, windmills, and clogs. Guests to the city recognized 

that and appreciated it. 

•  Visitors, press, and delegates were positive about how the event affected  

their perception of Rotterdam and its unique values, for each of which  

70% agreed or strongly agreed it was reflective of the city

•  The statements “fresh and inventive” resonated slightly more with press and 

visitors; while “welcoming and makes you feel at home” resonated most with 

delegates

Rotterdam has shown that it is a city…

 Press Delegates Visitors
…that dares to be innovative, pushes the 

boundaries and is forward-thinking 

79% 74% 77%

…that is welcoming and makes you feel at 

home 

77% 89% 79%

…where people work together and launch 

new initiatives 

77% 74% 78%

 Press Delegates Visitors
…where everyone matters, regardless of 

their social class 

68% 77% 66%

…that doesn’t give up and always seizes 

new opportunities 

76% 74% 79%

…that is fresh and inventive 83% 72% 81%

•  Eurovision Song Contest excited the interest of press (46%), delegates (57%) 

and Online Eurovision Village visitors (46%) to visit Rotterdam again, another 

good indicator for positive perception.

•  64% of in-person visitors said they were already planning to visit Rotterdam; 

this is understandable given that the vast majority of this group are from the 

Rotterdam region and/or from not too far afield in the Netherlands.   

Interest in (re-)visiting Rotterdam, 
by audience

Visitors

Delegates

Press

Online Eurovision 
Village visitors

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Yes, my visit to the ESC show in Ahoy sparked my interest 
Yes, but I was going to anyway 
No, I am not interested in visiting Rotterdam 
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SHORT-TERM 
ECONOMIC 
IMPACT.  
ESC’s 17,781 unique, non-local visitors, press and delegates generated €2.7 million in 

tourism revenues. COVID’s influence on the revenues cannot be understated: 

•  The venue, Rotterdam Ahoy, was only allowed to host 25% of normal capacity. 

•  Tens of thousands of international visitors were not able to attend (4% of visitors 

were international in 2021 instead of the expected 50%) and therefore did not book 

hotels, eat out, or spend locally.

•  The online or hybrid nature of side programmes also meant a reduction in spending 

even from the local audiences; those who came out to enjoy the city dressing, for 

example, found leisure facilities closed or with limited opening hours. 

Visitors to Rotterdam spent an average of €64 on overnight stays, food and drink, 

transport and other expenses; three times less than an average visitor to a previous 

(non-Pandemic) Eurovision Song Contest might have spent. 

•  Distribution of visitor expenses indicates that visitors attended a show (bought 

a ticket) and, for the most part, made their way back home.

•  Of the total investment of €22.7 million, 72% was spent with Rotterdam 

businesses and organisations. 

•  This lift of €2.7 million tourism revenues led to the equivalent of 29 working 

years of employment in the Rotterdam tourism sector. 

Tourism revenues €, millions

Visitors 1,1

Delegates 1,1

Press 0,5 

Total tourism revenues €2,7 million

Distribution of visitor expenses

Tickets 59%
Eating and drinking 11%
Transportation and parking 6%
Shopping 8%
Accommodation 10%
Other 4%
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LONG-TERM 
ECONOMIC  
IMPACT.  
There are indications that Rotterdam’s role as Host City will stimulate tourism to the city. 

In addition to city awareness driven by broadcasts and media coverage: 

 

•  81% of the visitors of the show, 78% of the press and 80% of the delegates plan 

to revisit Rotterdam in the coming years.

•  It is noteworthy that the inaugural edition of an online Eurovision Village was 

also a catalyst for interest in Rotterdam as a destination: 79% of non-Dutch 

respondents who made use of the online Eurovision Village (representing a pool 

of 350,000+ non-Dutch visits) expressed  

interest in visiting Rotterdam. 

 

In 2019 Rotterdam hosted 28 conferences in collaboration with Rotterdam Partners, 

with an economic value of €48,6 M. and 63 public events with an estimated 

economic value of €136,3 M. Hosting ESC has provided massive media attention for 

Rotterdam as a destination for conferences and events. Ahoy and Rotterdam Partners 

are currently receiving more requests, of higher quality and more prestigious events 

and conferences. Corona has had an impact on the conference and event sector, so 

any predictions are hard to make. But with the 2019 numbers in mind, an increase 

of 5 to 10% in the conference sector and public event sector could represent an 

economic growth on the economy of Rotterdam of €9 M to €18 M. per year. 

… a nice business card for 
Rotterdam and NL. We are 
proud of the organization 

and Ahoy! 

ENTREPRENEUR

Yes       I already planned to go       No

Interest in visiting Rotterdam, non Dutch 
online Eurovision Village guests 

54% 21%25%
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Locals are likely and able to support the city’s efforts to host other large-scale events.

•  Strong confidence both entrepreneurs (95%) and residents in general (83%) 

that Rotterdam “showed how to be a great host for major, unique events”.

 

•  Entrepreneurs strengthened 

existing connections (46%) 

and started new collaborations 

(27%) that may help them 

contribute to similar Rotterdam 

endeavors in the future. Nearly 

half felt Rotterdam’s role as 

Host City gave them a needed 

boost during a difficult (COVID 

19) period. 

 

•  Partners and local entrepreneurs expressed confidence that the visibility and 

demonstration of capabilities via Eurovision Song Contest 2021 will lead to 

the hosting of other large-scale and landmark events in the future.  

  

I heard from a number of the Dutch talk 
show hosts who were here for a week that 
they would actually like to be in Rotterdam 

more often; they liked that there was a 
different perspective, different people around 

the table, a different kind of conversation. 
That kind of effect would be great.

ARJANNE HOOGSTAD, ROTTERDAM PARTNERS

Agreement that Rotterdam is a great host 
for major events, by local audience

Residents

Entrepreneurs

83%

95%

Strengthened existing 
connections

Experienced support 
in times of COVID

Started new 
collaborations

Made new valuable 
connections

Acquired new 
contracts

Discovered new 
markets

Gained new insights 
into sustainability

Rotterdam entrepreneurs, percentage 
in agreement with impact statements 

53%

33%

26%

18%

12%

11%
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ESC makes me proud 
of Rotterdam

it's good that Rotterdam 
hosted ESC

ESC created an amazing 
vibe in Rotterdam

Rotterdam presented itself in 
a unique way to the world

Rotterdam wille be 
a great host city

Rotterdam residents' support for 
Rotterdam as Host City

65%
56%

69%
61%

51%
61%

74%
66%

83%
70%

After ESC       Before ESC

A LEGACY OF 
PRIDE.  
Rotterdam residents’ pride and confidence in their city got a boost from hosting 

ESC, particularly if they actively participated. Entrepreneurs are proud and  

off-the-charts advocates for the city. 

•  The before and after for pride in city went from 56% to 65% for all residents.

The shows were amazing. 
Makes you very proud  

of Rotterdam!

RESIDENT
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60%
37%

59%
36%

51%
30%

33%
24%

31%
19%

29%
21%

I feel more confident about 
the future of Rotterdam

I feel more connected 
to Rotterdam

I feel more at home 
in Rotterdam

I feel more connected to other 
cultures and communities

I know more people

I have more contact with other 
cultures and communities

Eurovision Song Contest's 
Social Impact

I feel more confident about the future of Rotterdam 60% 37%
I feel more connected to Rotterdam 59% 36%
I feel more at home in Rotterdam 51% 30%
I feel more connected to other cultures and communities 33% 24%
I know more people 31% 19%
I have more contact with other cultures and communities 29% 21%

Active participants ESC program        
Residents of Rotterdam, before ESC took place

Difference between all Rotterdam residents 
and those who actively participated

Rotterdammers who actively participated—via Celebrate Together, enjoying the 

City Dressing, or visiting the online Eurovision Village, for example—felt significantly 

more affinity with their city than residents in general. 

•  60% of resident-participants felt more confident about the future of Rotterdam 

compared to 37% of all residents before the show 

•  59% of participants felt more connected to Rotterdam vs. 36% of all residents

•  51% of participants felt more at home in Rotterdam compared to 30% of all 

residents 

•  The average increase for these three sentiments demonstrating connection to 

Rotterdam was 65%. 

 Sentiments related to connecting to others resonated less with residents, both 

before and after the event. However, sentiment here, too, was positively affected by 

participation. The data shows an average increase of 45% for feeling connected 

to other cultures and communities, more contact with other cultures 

and communities, and knowing more people.

I am very proud 
my city was able 

to do this.

RESIDENT

Rotterdam has been 
able to show itself in an 

innovative way to the rest 
of the world.

RESIDENT
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SOCIAL LEGACY:
OPEN UP BEST 
PRACTICES.  
The Celebrate Together programme and the online Eurovision Village offer best 

practices in accessibility, engagement, and experience for future events and 

programmes in Rotterdam and beyond.

•  In line with Rotterdam’s intention to make ESC an inclusive celebration for all residents, 

approximately 8% of tickets to the live shows were made available to lower-income 

city residents to remove barriers to access via the programme Celebrate Together. 

•  In addition, 1.064 tickets were offered to healthcare workers and medical staff.  

•  90% of those who made use of Celebrate Together tickets were from Rotterdam, and 

only 21% were “fans” of Eurovision Song Contest. This was a new audience for the 

event, and a new mingling of audiences for the city. 

•  85% of the Celebrate Together participants felt Rotterdam is “a city where everyone matters, 

regardless of their social class,” compared to only 57% of the city’s overall residents. 

•  Residents who participated in Celebrate Together, a group generally less likely to 

engage in city cultural events, expressed an increased interest in participating--by an 

exceptional 38%.  

 

 

Rotterdam is a city where 
everyone matters

Celebrate Together

All residents

85%

57%

Cultural participation

Celebrate Together 38%

What the city of Rotterdam has 
done for me, I will probably never 
experience again in my entire life!!! 
Transport was well arranged, super 

show, and perfect explanation 
about the self-tests.

CELEBRATE TOGETHER
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With the online Eurovision Village, the atmosphere of ESC and Host 

City Rotterdam extended their reach and added a new dimension for existing 

audiences. 

•  Normally, the Village experience was an extra dimension exclusively for 

residents and visitors to the Host City. This year the village still added an extra 

dimension to the real-life visitors but also extended access around the world 

(503.640 visits) without barriers to entry beyond an internet connection. 

•  Another layer of accessibility was the attention given in developing the 

platform to improve access for different physical abilities. The world came to 

the city, and the city opened up to the world. 

•  As with the broadcast and youtube viewers, visitors to the online Eurovision 

Village came from across the globe: 

 

Visits to the online Eurovision 
Village, origin country
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SOCIAL LEGACY:
LOCAL 
CHEERLEADERS.  
Of the audiences who participated, locals were at the top of the list of “promoters,” 

those who are likely to be advocates for Rotterdam. 

In addition, residents (71%) who participated in some element of ESC and local 

entrepreneurs (69%) are off-the-charts advocates. As residents, perhaps these 

respondents were already likely to recommend Rottterdam.   

Press

Visitors

Delegates

Entrepreneurs

Celebrate Together

41%

45%

49%

69%

71%

Rotterdam promoters
(9 or 10 recommendation on scale from 1-10)
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I felt safe during 
the event

I felt accepted and could be myself 
during the Eurovision Song Contest

I felt welcome

I felt part of the Eurovision 
Song Contest

I would like to help again at 
similar events in Rotterdam

I developed valuable 
contacts

I learned something 
and gained new skills

My self-confidence 
increased

I have strengthened 
existing contacts

94%

90%

86%

83%

76%

63%

57%

44%

23%

Volunteers, percentage who agreed 
with impact statements SOCIAL LEGACY: 

VOLUNTEERS. 
698 volunteers made it happen during ESC, helping during the event, in ten 

different disciplines (as facility services, hospitality, accreditation), working 6 shifts 

on average. 

•  For the volunteers, among other things, the event contributed to their social 

network (valuable contacts: 63%), social participation (I would like to help 

again: 76%) and developing knowledge and skills (57%).

•  These positive experiences are indicators for an increased willingness to 

participate in future events from the city and correlated with feelings of 

connection for their city. 

Volunteers felt that keeping schedules more consistent  

(reducing changes and shifts in schedules) and offering  

variations in activities (alternating between tasks) could help  

make the most of their service and best benefit the event 

Very cosy 
volunteers home! 

VOLUNTEER
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CITY DRESSING: 
MORE THAN JUST 
A PRETTY FACE. 
City dressing was an important factor in awareness and (positive) engagement with 

the Eurovision Song Contest for residents, visitors, and partners.

•  Residents were more aware of city dressing (60%) than any other element of 

the event (40% or lower for other aspects) 

•  Visitors and residents experienced the city dressing (58%) more than any 

other event element, followed by the opening ceremony at 39%. 

•  Participants of the City Programme rated the way Host City profiled itself in 

brand identity, design and Citydressing the most appreciated element of the 

programme

Show visitors who experienced the city dressing (50% of total audience) are more 

likely to be advocates for Rotterdam than those who attended the show only (37% 

of total audience) by a difference of +36%

Three-quarters of city dressing related posts tracked in social media in conjunction 

with Rotterdam. Make it Happen branding elements expressed a positive sentiment, 

primarily a reflection of local partner engagement.

 

Likelihood to be advocates for the city of 
Rotterdam, by participation type

Visitors who experienced 
the City Dressing

Visitors average

Visitors who did not 
experience the City Dressing

50%

45%

37%

Positive       Neutral       Negative

Sentiment statements about city 
dressing projects

77% 1%22%
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Of the city dressing elements, Sing Along City (Vollaers Zwart) was most often 

mentioned (31%), primarily in conjunction with the Open Up to Celebrate sentiment, 

followed by the Countdown Clock and The Embrace street art. Open up to 

Celebrate was the most commonly picked-up element of the Open up to Rotterdam. 

Make it Happen branding.

 

The Citybrand identity (joint design and logo for Host City and Eurovision Song 

Festival) was likely a main driver for engagement of local stakeholders and 

entrepreneurs. 

I have done plenty of 
City dressing projects 
in the city before. … 

Usually, I go around and 
ask who would like to 

participate. This time I was 
overwhelmed with how 

many local entrepreneurs 
and businesses came to me 
for the [joint Citybranding] 
materials. We really had to 
scramble to find enough of 

everything.

CARSTEN VAN ROSSEN, 
CITY PROGRAMMER

•  Before the joint Citybrand identity, the host city’s goal was to have 300 local 

entrepreneurs/hospitality providers participate actively via citydressing 

•  Ultimately, 800+ entrepreneurs and hospitality establishments and 500+ 

market stall owners, among others, were visible using the joint Citybrand 

materials

•  All of the Host City partners, Rotterdam Make it Happen partners, and 

citydressing partners used the joint Citybrand design and materials; this 

impressive uptake likely contributed to the massive jump in Brandfame score 

and positive sentiment related to Rotterdam. Make it Happen.

 

An additional benefit of the joint Citybranding was an  

almost negligible amount of branding abuses; those who  

wanted to engage had an official and approved  

manner to do so.

Share of statements about 
city dressing projects

Sing Along City

Countdown clock

The Embrace Streetart

The Splash

Rotterdam Zingt

What you will hear is true

Rock the Roof

Upcycling bags

Music binds us

31%

21%

19%

10%

9%

4%

3%

2%

1%

The online activity regarding Make it Happen and Open Up To Rotterdam 
is booming around April 2021 and generally makes a very positive 
contribution to the brand values of Rotterdam.
Sentiment and share conversations over time
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SUSTAINABILITY: 
CIRCULAR 
CITYDRESSING. 
Host City Rotterdam included circularity as a precondition in the call for proposals 

for Citydressers and a strong consideration in choice of promotional materials. 

As a result, sustainable choices and circularity were visible across Citydressing 

investments. For example: 

•  Flags and banners used in the city were from recycled or reused (for 

example, country flags) materials. Following the event they were recycled in 

to new products and sold to benefit local charities or in some cases, donated 

to museums 

•  The massive Eurovision Song Contest trophy that stood in front of Central 

Station is printed from recycled PETG material. This material came from the 

port of Rotterdam and is fully recyclable.

•  6,100 linen bags were upcycled for use in 2021 with the creative use of 

embroidery. This project, undertaken by a local artist, also created work for a 

group of Rotterdammers with a distance to the labor market. 

The reduce, reuse, recycle and upcycle best practices from Eurovision Song Contest 

2021 may be a blueprint for not only for the next Host City but also large events 

and conferences globally.

I feel more confident about 
the future of Rotterdam

I feel more connected 
to Rotterdam

I feel more at home 
in Rotterdam

I feel more connected to other 
cultures and communities

I know more people

I have more contact with other 
cultures and communities

Impressions of Rotterdam characteristics, 
attendees of online Eurovision 

 Village vs. In-person show visitors

81%
80%

79%
80%

79%
76%

78%
81%

77%
74%

66%
68%

Show visitors
Online village visitors

 Show visitors Online village visitors
Fresh and inventive 81% 8 0 %
That doesn't give up and siezes new opportunities 79% 8 0 %
Is welcoming and makes you feel at home 79% 7 6 %
Where people work together and launch new initiatives 78% 8 1 %
Pushes boundaries and forward-thinking 77% 7 4 %
Everyone matters, regardless of background 66% 6 8 %
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SUSTAINABILITY: 
COVID’S SILVER 
LINING. 
COVID’s silver lining was a proof-of-concept for major events with collaboration from afar

•  ESC production during lock-downs added an additional proof point for 

managing  a massive, world-class event with collaboration from afar. Best 

practices, specific to the unprecedented nature of COVID, could have lasting, 

positive effects in the conference and event industry.

 

To engage fans who could not travel, Rotterdam developed processes & tools 

(social media engagement, Eurovision Village online) that worked well to drive 

engagement, reach, and add a new element to the visitor experience – all from 

afar. Using these tools to complement conferences and events may increase 

effectiveness without a 1:1 increase in travel.

•  Fans who engaged via the online Eurovision Village rated Rotterdam’s 

characteristics positively, and almost identically, as those who attended live.

I’m amazed we organized 
something as complex as ESC, for 

the most part from our kitchen tables 
in different parts of the world.

 DAVE GEENSEN,  
EXECUTIVE PROJECT LEADER ESC
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•  Residents’ pride and affinity for their city was positively affected by ESC, 

particularly for those who participated in any way with the event, great or 

small.  

•  Rotterdam as Host City inspired or cemented advocates for the city, in the 

form of proud residents, committed entrepreneurs, and enthusiastic volunteers. 

The shared branding (host city + EBU) gave local entrepreneurs a tool to 

actively support ESC and that, along with other efforts to engage them, paid 

off in satisfaction results.  

•  Best practices in circularity and sustainability—for example in city dressing-

-are not only responsible choices, but can also create added value for the 

guest experience and lasting value for the Host City community.  

RESUMÉ. 
•  Interaction with Rotterdam via the lens of ESC inspired affinity from press, 

delegates, and visitors and a recognition of Rotterdam’s unique traits as a 

welcoming, boundary-pushing and committed city. This global exposure 

may also have positive impacts for the Netherlands as a whole, challenging 

stereotypes of the Netherlands. 

•  Keeping everyone safe while absolutely killing it on production of an immense 

and complex event during the unprecedented challenges of COVID 19 is a tribute 

to the organisers that was not lost on viewers, visitors, press, and delegates. 

•  The online Eurovision Village was not only a substitute for the real-life village 

that was cancelled due to COVID 19; it also extended access to Host City 

and ESC to new audiences, and offered a unique perspective/new aspect to 

those on-site.  

•  Due to travel restrictions, restrictions in numbers of visitors to live shows, 

limiting the city program to online events and the lock down measures in the 

Netherlands, the direct economic impact is only 5% to 10% of what it would 

have been without COVID. The economic benefits of the interest in Rotterdam 

for tourists, companies and events should mainly be reaped in the long term. 
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•  The scale of ESC investment is an opportunity to make meaningful impact, 

but that is not something that happens overnight. Don’t be afraid of a longer 

horizon—years—to realise the impact of your investment. 

PLAN AHEAD TO CAPITALIZE ON SOCIAL LEGACY
•  Involve representatives of all residents of the city in event organization to 

increase engagement and pride both during and after ESC.

•  Set clear requirements for sustainability for involved residents, entrepreneurs and 

partners at the start. The expected economic impact and enthusiasm created by 

the event is a unique opportunity to motivate investments in sustainability that 

will last, particularly if the bar is clearly defined from the start.  

•  Take the opportunity of ESC to increase cultural participation across different 

segments of your city’s residents, including those with a distance to the work 

force; this is an unique opportunity to engage with audiences who can 

otherwise be hard to reach.

•  Invest in your local entrepreneurs. Not just with economic or branding/visibility 

support, but also by making connections, building networks, and getting invaluable 

experience in the front lines of a world-class undertaking. This can stimulate a 

lasting boost in the local economy, strengthen existing networks in the city—think on 

hotel chains or retailers—and increase commitment from local entrepreneurs as city 

ambassadors. 

FOOD FOR 
THOUGHT FOR 
FUTURE HOST 
CITIES. 
ESC is an once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and a huge investment. Hosts would 

like to look back knowing, “we made the most of it,” with some lasting return on 

investment in the form of ESC’s social legacy. 

OVERALL
•  It is not every day that your city is on a global stage. Consider early the 

unique needs and hopes of your city and stakeholders, and work with the Host 

Broadcaster and EBU on concrete agreements for communications, campaigns, 

and (shared) branding that benefit the Host Broadcaster, EBU and Host City.  

A LONG TERM VISION
•  Start (in the bid-phase, for example) with clear ambitions and goals for societal 

legacy. Define concrete indicators in line with the city’s ambitions, allowing 

stakeholders to work toward specific objectives and results from the get-go.
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•  The scope of the ESC is enormous; with 9 shows, live-events and a city 

programme, along with strict and extensive parameters defined by the Host 

City, Host Broadcaster and EBU. Make it a mantra for stakeholders and 

partners from the beginning: do not underestimate the ESC! 

•  Find and invest in the best people for every job, and support them. Eurovision 

is not a side job to take lightly.

ONLINE AND OFFLINE
•  Online Eurovision Village not only increases accessibility and reach of 

Eurovision Song Contest and the Host City, but can also add a new aspect of 

the event to benefit on-site and broadcast audiences.  

•  #SWINGALONG as best practice: Take advantage of the attention 

surrounding the Song Contest to, regardless of the measures and travel 

restrictions, to engage potential visitors and advocates from afar with a way 

to participate – to do something.

 

ORGANISATION
•  Start strong with a team approach from the host city’s and country’s major 

partners. The  short lines of communication, relationships, and deeper 

understanding across a city’s institutions will help with ESC and pay dividends 

thereafter.

•  The learnings of 2020 and 2021 demonstrate more than ever that it’s 

possible to manage world-class production from ‘the kitchen table’ if 

necessary—with best practices and learnings from an unprecedented level 

online collaboration to hit a moving target. 
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ACCREDITED PRESS
All accredited press members were invited via the EBU for an online survey one 

week after the end of the ESC. In total n=224 press members participated in the 

online survey.

DELEGATIONS
Delegations from 39 different countries were in Rotterdam for two weeks. A week 

after the final of the ESC, all delegation members were invited to an online survey 

via the EBU. n=50 representatieves of the delegates responded.

VISITORS
A total of 23,854 people (unique visitors) safely visited the 9 shows (6 Family/

rehearsal shows, 2 semi-finals and 1 Grand final) in Rotterdam Ahoy. All visitors 

were invited to an online survey a week after the shows. In total n=2,993 visitors 

participated in the survey.

n=431 people who visited the online Eurovision Village and n=376 people who 

took part in an activity from the online City Program participated in an online 

survey via Rotterdam Festivals after the ESF. 

METHODOLOGY. 
Execution: Cigarbox and R2 Research 

RESIDENTS
Residents were invited to complete an online survey before and after the event via 

an online access panel and the Municipal Poller. At the 0-measurement, in late 

April/early May, n=307 residents responded. The 1 measurement was a week 

after the final of the ESF on 22 May, n=261 residents participated.

n=41 Rotterdam entrepreneurs and institutions from different sectors participated in 

an online survey one week after the final of the ESC.

VOLUNTEERS
698 volunteers helped and contributed to the success of the ESF. Afterwards they 

were invited by Eventmakers for an online survey, n=252 volunteers participated in 

the survey.

STAKEHOLDERS
More than 60 stakeholders were involved, directly or indirectly, in the ESC project. 

Online in-depth interviews were held with a representative group of 12 stakeholders 

after the ESC.
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